WEEK 3
in place with your hand. Trim
away any excess vine length so
the raw ends rest firmly
together. Refer to the quilt
center photo to glue baste and
position the 2" green stems from Week 1 around the
wreath, tucking the raw ends under the vine. In the
same manner, add the 5" brown stems from Week 1,
glue basting only the end to be tucked under the wreath,
leaving the outer portion of the stem loose so it can be
shaped and positioned later as needed. Use a hot, dry
iron to heat set the wreath and stems from the back.

CUTTING THE COTTON PRINTS
From cream print B, cut:
◆ 4 setting squares, 6½" × 6½"

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Choose one pieced Star block from Week 2; reserve
the remaining Star blocks for a future installment.
Using the quilt center photo as a guide, lay out the Star
block, the four Stair-Step blocks from Week 1, and the
four cream B setting squares in three horizontal rows.
Join the pieces in each row. Press the seam allowances
toward the setting squares. Join the rows. Press the
seam allowances toward the middle row.

2.

Print the vine guide; use freezer paper as previously
instructed in Week 1 to prepare a tracing template of
the guide. Referring to the quilt center photo, position
the bottom straight edge of the guide on the seam line
of the Star block; use a pencil to lightly trace the curve.
Repeat to position and trace the vine curve on each side
of the Star block to form the wreath shape.

3.

Dot the traced wreath shape with liquid glue at
approximately ½" intervals. Beginning at the corner of a
Stair-Step block, center the 30" length of vine onto the
glue-basted traced line to make the wreath, pressing it

4. Prepare the specified wool appliqués as previously
outlined in Week 1, keeping in mind that you can
choose to duplicate the design of the featured quilt,
decide to use fewer leaves for less stitching time, or even
select different leaves and flowers to make your design
uniquely yours. The following appliqués (with block
references) were used in the featured quilt:
◆ 4 blossoms (Block 11)
◆ 4 rounded leaves to form blossom centers (Block 11)
◆ 4 acorn caps to form blossom buds (Block 10)
◆ 4 curvy leaves, keeping in mind that your finished
leaves will be reversed from the shape direction
shown on the pattern sheet (Block 10)
◆ 20 large leaves (Block 2)
◆ 20 small leaves (Block 2)
◆ 5 large-and-medium penny stacks (Block 2 –
remember, you’ve already prepared these!)
◆ 4 stars (Block 4)
◆ 32 berries (Block 4)
5.

Using the quilt center photo as a guide, work from
the bottom layer to the top to lay out the prepared wool
appliqués, overlapping the cotton stems by
approximately ¼", and using four berries at the
positions of the Stair-Step block corners to cover the
raw edges of the vine that forms the wreath. (Tip: Lay
out a blossom appliqué on each side of the quilt center,
and then curve the loose outer end of each brown stem
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to meet the blossom for a perfect fit.) When you’re
happy with the design arrangement, remove the paper
backings from the appliqués, glue baste, reposition, and
then heat set the pieces as previously instructed.

6.

Use a needle and fine thread to hand stitch the
cotton wreath and stems as you would for your binding,
taking small stitches. Use the size 5 embroidery needle
and Faded Brown perle cotton to stitch the wool
appliqués. Last, use the size 5 embroidery needle and
the Garnets perle cotton, referring to “Stitching Berries”
on page 71, to sew the berries in place.

STITCH AT YOUR OWN PACE
I really wish for your hand-stitching time to be
enjoyable, so please don’t feel pressured to quickly
finish. If you’re using the fusible web/glue-basting
technique featured in my book you can easily add
next week’s installment knowing that any unstitched
appliqués will remain securely in place, and then you
can complete the stitching at your own pace.

Vine Guide

Place bottom edge of guide on Star block seam.

Square is 1" for checking
your printing accuracy.
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